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Advanced digital ionosondes have mainly two advantages

compared with the classical analog sysTems: they are able to

record the full information content of an echo reflected from the

ionosphere with high precision in digital form and in many

instances those data can be processed on a computer with little

S-. ) or no interaction by an operator.

An echo is characterized by its frequenc-,travel time; or

virtual height, amplitude and phase relative to the phase of the

transmitted pulse.The frequency is related 'o the plasm frequency

or electron density at the reflection point,the virtual heights

are needed for The computation of electron density profiles,while

the amplitude is mainly determined by the absorption coefficient

along the path of the signal.The most complex information is

contained in the phasethe polarization of an echo can be

obtained from the change of -the phase with antenna

orientation,the change of phase with frequency permits improved

precision of the virtual heights,the change of phase with time is

the doppler frequency and the variation of the phase with

distance over a plane yields the angle of arrival.

The automatization makes the processing more economic

p ;ermiting for instance much higher empor.al resolution han he

standard one Lonogram per hour sequence.

We will see in the following that some of the Features

mentioned are important for constructing and testing of

ionospheric models. 09
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In figure I we show the deviations of individual FoF2 values

recorded in IS minute intervals from their mean values over 11

days. The little horizontal bars on the right edge of The figure

r represent the average deviation for each individual day.Two

important facts are evident in this presentation:

.. 1.) The magnitude of the deviations do not seem to depend on

the the time of the day,even foF2 is Twice as large during

the midday hours than during the pre-sunrise hours.

2.) The average day-to-day variation is much smaller than the

short term variations with periodicities of Two hours

and less.The often quoted day-to-day variability based

on hourly observations appears to be due to undersampling

and aliasing.

The same situation is demonstrated in a different way in

figure 2. The upper portion shows a sequence of 7 days of FoF2

in IS minute intervalls, the lower portion the corresponding

deviations from the mean diurnal variation which was computed

over a period of 20 days.There are definitely differences from

one day to the next for a given hour of the day,but the

periodicities present in the deviations from the mean are always

much shorter than the 24 hours of the day.

Figure 3 compares the deviations from the 20 day mean of the .v.r

MUF(3000), the maximum usable frequency over a 3000 km path

(upper part) with the deviations of FoF2 over a 7 day period

(lower part).The close correlation of the two parameters which

are derived from different portions of the ionogram proves that 77or

tzhe variations are due to real changes. taking place in the F-

region and not due to inaccuracies of the processing methods. ._on __a

A closer inspection of the two parameterswhen high temporal ,N

resolution data are availableshows that maximum correlation is~o it
ity Codes

obtained for a timelag of approximately 3 minutesMUF(3000) I and/or

Dit Special
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lagging behind foF .This effect is consistent with the

propagation of gravity waves and we can assume that most of the

variations observed are caused by gravity waves. This of course

means that the observed temporal variations are coupled with

spatial variations and correspondingly with local deviations of

the ionosphere from horizontal stratification (tilts) .The

consequences of Tilts on ionogram interpretation can best be

studied by comparing a sunrise modl ' with observations

(Paul.198S).As an example we compare in figure 4 the zenith

distance as a function of frequency as it was observed with the

data computed from our simulation model.The maximum deviation of

the apparent ray direction (observed and simulated) from vertical

comes close to 20 degree.This indicates strong bending of The ray

inside the F-region coupled with a large increase of the actual

and virtual path length. If the virtual path lengths are

interpreted as virtual heights for the purpose of electron

density profil calculations.the errors can be severe.Tht same

simulation study which produced figure 4 showed that the height P

Sof the F-region maximum was overestimated by one scale height. I
Judging from The temporal variations of F-region parametersowe

have to assume that deformations of the F-layer comparable with

The sunrise situation can occur any time on days of high

varlability.In situations like this the profile errors due to

tilts are often larger Than those due To uncertainties in the

parameters for the electron density minimum between E- and F-

"- * , - region (valley).

While temporal variations of #-region parameters provide

r%.
evidence for The presence of tilts in the layer,this is not true P.

in sporadic E observations.Oblique reflections from a small area ii
of an Es-layer with zenith angles of 20 degree and more have been

observed frequently (Paul1986).Here the measurement of the angle

3 I



of . arrival is essential for the distinction between range and

height.There is sufficient reason To believe that sporadic E

. statistics involving the socalled virtual heights are

significantly erroneous and overestimate the heights of sporadic

* ,E-layers and the height range of their appearance.

Another area of interest and in need of improvement is the

ionospheric absorption and collision frequency model.It is well

known that often several Es-layers can be emboedded in the lower

E-region with maximum electron densities exceeding the background

" >A' _ . density only by a small amount.Scanning through this range with

increasing frequency results to echoes bering reflected

alternatively from regular and sporadic E-layers showing large

differences in their amplitudes (Bibl ot al.19657.Separation of

the two types of reflections is very tedious when done in analog

fashion.but is essential for obtaining a correct description of

the regular E-region absorption and collision frequency

profile.If amplitude data in digital form (including calibration)

are available,the discrimination between the two cases mentioned

is relatively' simple.Processing the amplitude data of ionograms a

few times during the day may be sufficient to obtain the diurnal

Wt.) 2variation of the absorption.For modelling of special events,like

- rthe high absorption caused by X-ray flares,much higher temporal

resolution is required.

The few examples shown here demonstrate the progress possible

for collecting ionospheric information with modern technology,bux

also the need for correcting some of our traditional models and

modes of operation.It also appears That the improved accuracy or

the traditional data plus the now types of measurements may

enable us in the near future to include the dynamic of .

ionosphere in the models,at least in the form of short term

updating.
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Figure Captions

figure I Superimposed diurnal variations of the deviations
from the average foF2. The short horizontal bars on
the right side Indicate the average deviation for
each individual day.(iS minute sampling intervals).

figure 2 : Diurnal variations of foF2 (upper part) and the
deviations from the 20 day average (lower part).
(15 minute sampling intervals).

A

figure 3 : Comparison of the deviations from the mean value
of MUF(3000) (upper part) and the deviations from the
mean value of foF2.

figure 4 : Zenith angle as a function of frequency for sunrise
condition observed (top) and simulated (bottom).
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